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6 Adjustable Lens Filters Sunnylife for DJI AIR 3 A3-FI689 - MCUV+CPL+ND4+ND8+ND16+ND32

Sunnylife A3-FI689 6 pieces MCUV+CPL+ND4+ND8+ND16+ND32 adjustable lens filter for DJI AIR 3
Sunnylife filters guarantee accurate color reproduction while protecting your lens from scratches, moisture and greasy stains. They are
an ideal choice for both hobbyists and professionals looking for excellent photo quality in a variety of conditions. The frames are made of
lightweight aircraft-grade aluminum, giving them unparalleled durability.
 
CPL filter - enhance natural beauty
The  CPL  filter  is  an  indispensable  part  of  the  kit,  which  allows  you  to  effectively  remove  light  reflections  from  non-metallic  surfaces,
intensify colors and highlight the charm of the sky, clouds and water. It is indispensable in situations such as shooting through glass, over
water or underwater, creating unique effects in varied lighting.
 
ND/PL filters
ND/PL filters protect against overexposure,  resulting in richer and more saturated colors.  By shortening the exposure time, they allow
you to  capture  crystal-sharp  details,  while  lengthening the  time allows you to  create  picturesque water  images  by  reducing polarized
light.
 
MCUV filter
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The MCUV filter reduces the amount of incoming ultraviolet light, which improves the quality of transmitted light. In the mountains and
highlands, it increases image depth and sharpness while protecting the lens from damage.
 
High quality
Sunnylife filters fit the DJI AIR 3 camera, made of aluminum and optical glass, weigh only 4 grams apiece and are compact for convenient
use and easy transport. The kit also includes a stylish case with soft EVA foam padding to protect the filters while in transit.
 
Included
MCUV filterCPL filter,ND 4 filterND8 filterND16 filter,ND32 filter
 
ManufacturerSunnylifeModelA3-FI689CompatibilityDJI Air 3Weight of a single filter4 g

Price:

Before: € 54.5013

Now: € 52.00
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